
DiTEC Teak Magic 
DiTEC’s Teak Magic series is a safe and effective, non-toxic, organic and 
eco-friendly alternative to using phosphoric acid or other caustic cleaners.  
This two-part cleaner is specially engineered to not destroy your teak or wood 
surface, instead it safely cleans and brings teak decks and wood furniture to their 
natural color and brightness. Its gel consistency makes it ideal for controlled 
application. This product may be safely discharged into rivers, streams, oceans 
and other waterways, when used as directed. (Teak Magic is a preservation and 
maintenance product, not a restoration product. Teak Magic is not a substitute 
for sanding and repairing heavily distressed teak decks.)

Teak Magic: Part 1 (Cleaner)
For deep or heavy-duty cleaning of all teak 
surfaces, including large teak decks and teak 
furniture. Ideal for use in areas with sensitive 
surroundings (including finished metals). If 
product comes in contact with soft metals 
(aluminum, brass, etc) rinse off with water 
immediately.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION:
Appearance: Baby Blue Gel
Odor: Odorless
Solubility: 100% in water
pH: 14

ENVIRONMENT:
• MARPOL Annex III and Annex V compliant
• REACH compliant
• Ready biodegradable (After 10 days)
• Phosphate free
• Non-corrosive when used as directed 

SIZES:
Quart (32 oz), Gallon (128 oz)

APPLICATION DIRECTIONS:

Step 1: Apply Teak Magic: Part 1 (Cleaner)
Make sure to wear proper safety gear, including nitrile gloves. For best results 
apply DiTEC Teak Magic Part 1 to a damp surface.

1. In a clean bucket, mix one part Teak Magic Part 1 with four parts fresh water 
(1:4). Spread product completely and evenly onto the surface using a foam 
brush, deck brush or polypropylene scrub pad. 

2. Allow Part 1 to dwell on the surface for 3-5 minutes.  

3. Using a medium polypropylene scrub pad, make sure to scrub the teak  
with and against the wood grain with medium pressure to loosen dirt or 
contaminant particles.

4. Be sure to thoroughly rinse dirt and product off the teak with fresh water, 
including areas like cleats or scuppers where dirty water/product may flow 
and puddle up. Then apply Teak Magic Part 2 (Brightener).
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Teak Magic: Part 2 (Brightener)
For deep or heavy-duty cleaning of all teak surfaces, including large teak decks 
and teak furniture. Ideal for use in areas with sensitive surroundings (including 
finished metals). If product comes in contact with soft metals (aluminum, brass, 
etc) rinse off with water immediately.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION:
Appearance: Pink Gel
Odor: Odorless
Solubility: 100% in water
pH: <1

ENVIRONMENT:
• MARPOL Annex III and Annex V compliant
• REACH compliant
• Ready biodegradable (After 10 days)
• Phosphate free
• Non-corrosive when used as directed 

SIZES:
Quart (32 oz), Gallon (128 oz)

APPLICATION DIRECTIONS:

Step 2: Apply Teak Magic Part 2 (Brightener) 
Make sure to wear proper safety gear, including nitrile gloves. 

1. After thoroughly and completely rinsing off Teak Magic Part 1, remove 
excess puddles of water. Surface should be damp. In a clean bucket, mix 
one part Teak Magic Part 2 with four parts fresh water (1:4). 

2. Apply Part 2 to the damp surface. Spread product completely and evenly 
onto the surface using a foam brush, soft bristle deck brush or medium 
polypropylene scrub pad. There is no need to scrub the product in this 
step, let the product do the work.

3. Allow Part 2 to dwell on the surface for 3-5 minutes. 

4. After teak has brightened, rinse the surface thoroughly with fresh water, 
including areas like cleats or scuppers where dirty water/product may 
flow and puddle up, to ensure the product is entirely off the surface.  
Remove excess water and allow teak to dry. 

When teak is completely dry and cool, apply DiTEC Triton 2.0 to protect 
(for up to 3-6 months) against dirt, UV, rain, salt, oil, and food and beverage 
stains.

NOTE: Teak Magic is not an alternative to sanding! Decks that are extremely 
gray, have severe mold, mildew, or algae, or have very deep grain structure, will 
require sanding to achieve a level and clean surface. DiTEC Marine Products are 
maintenance and preservation products, NOT restoration products.
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